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There exists two types of absolute radio altimeters
in current use. One is a pUlsed-type altimeter and the
other type is a frequency modulated altimeter. In the
present design the two altimeters are intended for differ-
ent purposes. The f-m altimeter is designed to measure
altitude accurately at low altitudes and has a small fixed
error while the pUlsed-type altimeter is designed for less
accurate measurement up to very high altitudes.
A discussion of the theory of operation of both types
altimeters is given and a comparison of the two systems
made. Suggestions for future design of radio altimeters
concludes this paper.
Conclusions made from this study are given as follows:
1. The pUlsed-type and f-m systems could in principle
serve to measure both low and high altitudes in a single
equipment of either design.
2. There are two practical absolute systems of measur-
ing altitude and they are the pulsed-type and f-m systems.
3. The greatest problem in a radio altimeter design is
in the measurement of low altitudes below one-hundred feet.
4. The frequency of operation is necessarily high.
5. separate transmitting and receiving antennas are
required.
6. The radiated beam must not be too narrow unless the
antennas are stabilized.
1
7. A narrow beam antenna is desirable for more accurate




Various systems have been proposed for measuring the
absolute altitude of an aircraft above the surface of the
earth independently of the height of the earth above sea
level. In this paper a comparison of Pulsed-type and
Frequency modulated systems will be discussed and the
relative merits of the two systems compared. These are
the two systems which have been the most widely used.
The advancement of aviation as a means of transporta-
tion and security under all weather conditions both for day
and night operations and the desire to control objects at
various altitudes of flight has accelerated the need for a
reliable absolute altimeter. The aneroid altimeter has the
disadvantage that it cannot indicate absolute altitude with
respect to the ground. If the barometric pressure and temp-
erature vary, a large error results. Hence, the aneroid
altimeter is not entirely reliable for blind landing useo
One system for measuring absolute altitude is based
upon the use of a sound echo. This system is sUbject to
two fundamental limitations. One of these limitations is
the high noise level existing in an airplane produced by
the engines and propellers. The other limiting factor is
that the speed of sound is relatively slow compared to that
of an airplane. Another system uses the Electro-Capacitance
principle. This principle utilizes a change in capacity
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or change in impedance as a function of the altitude of
two capacity plates above the surface of the earth. The
system is not practical for only small quantities of
capacity changes are noted even with a large capacity plate
separated a few inches from the eartho
A phase discrimination system has been proposed and
patented. The standard of measurement is the frequency of
a controlled oscillator where the wave length is known and
its wave form accurately controlled. The wave modulates a
radio transmitter either directly or in the form of a deriva-
tive of same. A receiver amplifies, detects and the oscilla-
tor wave form is reconstructed both in form and amplitude.
The reconstructed wave is then mixed with the oscillator wave
in such phase as to cancel out completely when the plane is
at datum level. Altitude is measured by the phase angle of
the transient t~e of the radio wave. This system which .is
described in U. S. patent number 2,391,411 is entirely
feasable. An equipment incorporating this system has not
been used extensively if at all.
The Pulsed-type system and Frequency modulated system
are the only radio measuring systems which have proven prac-
tical. The present radio altimeters employ these two systems.
The f.mo altimeter in current use is intended for very ac-
curate measurements of low altitudes and has a small fixed
error. The pulsed-type altimeter is intended for less ac-
curate measurement up to very high altitudes and has a small
percentage error. The mini~um altitude which can be measured
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with the present pUlsed-altimeter is too high for use of
the equipment in landing an airplane. In principle both
systems may be adapted to measure from low altitudes up




OPERATION .AND THEORY OF F .M. TYPE ALTIMETER
The general method may be explained by the block diagram
Fig. 1. An ultra-high frequency transmitter that is fre-
quency modulated sends out waves of a frequency that varies
linearly with time. The radio energy is transmitted from
an antenna located on the under surface of the airplane and
is beamed towards the earth. A similar antenna receives
the reflected energy from the earth, and it is fed to a
,
balanced detector. A direct signal is coupled from the trans- .
mitter to the balanced detector. The function of the bal-
anced detector is to hetrodyne the direct signal from the
transmitter and the reflected signal and to produce a re-
sultant beat frequency at its output. A further function
is to minimize in the output the effects of amplitUde modu-
lated signals received on either of the input voltages.
Such amplitUde modulation will occur due to the selectivity
of the coupling loops and the line between the transmitter
and the detector. The output of the detector is an audio
signal equal to the instantaneous difference between the
frequency of the signal leaving the transmitter and the fre-
quency of the transmitter when the signal returns and is
proportional to the height of the airplane above the terrain.
The audio signal from the detector is coupled to an audio
amplifier having a gain characteristic as shown in Fig. 2.
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}.n automatic gain control circuit reduces the high fre-
quency response as the signal strength is increased. ~he
output of the aUdio amplifier is limited and fed to a linear
counter circuit which is so designed that a current propor-
tional to the number of counts flows through a milliampere
meter calibrated to read in feet.
Reference to Fig. 3 will aid in understanding the oper-
ation of the frequency modulated system of obtaining a beet
frequency proportional to altitude. The variation of the
transmitter frequency with time is indicated by the solid
line. F, and F, define the limits of the r-f sweep of the
transmitter and Fm . is the modulating frequency. The dashed
line represents the variation,with time of the frequency of
the reflected signal which is displaced along the time axis
a At amount 0 This time interval is equal to twice the
height divided by the velocity of propagation or the time
it takes a signal to travel from the airplane to the ground
below and return. There results a frequency difference be-
tween the direct and reflected signals which is equal to the
product of the time delay Z!' and the rate of change of
frequency, and is given by the equation Fd = LfIlF ~ 1- cPs.
The difference frequency is plotted at the bottom of the
diagram. The time delay ZcH is exaggerated in comparison
with -f ' the time interval corresponding to one cycle of
h7
the modulating frequency, in order to make the difference,
Fd , large enough to show on the diagram. fd is only a
few cycles where the band swept is in megacycles. One
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altitude measurement is made for each sweep of the trans-
mitter so that a total of two Fm measurements are made
per second. Thus, the number of cycles, Fd, occuring dur-
ing one sweep, is Fs = Fd (-h) = 2,4F' ~ since /ZF'm
is the time of one sweep. Fs is directly proportional to
both the height and to the amount of transmitter frequency
change, ~F • It can be seen that the minimum height that
can be measured is that for which the ratio h is unity.Z Fm
Any value of height lower than this minimum value gives the
same indication as when the height is such as to make Fd
Z{j"
equal unity.
Absolute altimeters of this type must operate at a very
high frequency if the minimum height is to be low enough to
make the altimeter useful for landing operations. A minimum
height of 10 feet requires a frequency sweep of at least
50 --me/second • If a high antenna efficiency is to be ob-
tained over such a band of frequencies, it is necessary that
the P~rcentage variation from the average frequency during
the modulating cycle be small. Thus, it is readily under-
stood that the operating frequency must be very high.
In an f-m altimeter there exists two sources of error.
One error is a fixed error and the other is a mushing error.
The fixed error results from the pulse-counting method of
obtaining an indication of altitude. The difference fre-
quency is quantized in steps of the modulating frequency.
Thus, the input to the counter circuit jumps by a number of
pUlses equal to the modulating frequency. In the altimeter
this is equal to 120 pulses. It takes 19 pulses to indicate
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1 foot of altitude in this equipment on the 0-400 foot range.
The error is 6 feet on the low range. In actual operation
this error is averaged as the flight of the airplane is not
smooth, nor is the terrain.
The other error, the mushing error, becomes significant
at low altitudes. It is inherent in the system because the
antennas are separated on the airplane. In Fig. 4 is shown
the geometric quantities involved in such an error. The path
length D is the distance from either antenna to the terrain
below and is greater than the true altitude h by an amount d.
The difference d is not a constant but increases and becomes
comparable to the true altitude at low altitudes. D and d
become equal when the airplane is on the ground. When the
airplane is on the ground there is a resdual altitude of the
- -length of the antenna cables plus 2d which is balanced out
such that the altimeter reads zero. It is easily seen that
the path D will not increase as fast as the true altitude
and thus the altimeter reads low. This error can be mini-
mized by calibrating the altimeter to read correctly at zero
and some other altitude at two or three hundred feet.
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CHAPTER III
A PULSED-TYPE RADIO ALTIMETER
The pulsed-type radio altimeter uses the Radar prin-
ciple in measuring the absolute height of an airplane above
the terrain below. In principle a pulse of radio frequency
energy is transmitted towards the earth and the time which
elapses between the transmitted pulse and the received pulse
is measured. Where the velocity of propogations of electro-
matic energy is known and is a constant the time is
proportional to the height of the aircraft.
This system of measuring absolute altitude has been em-
ployed in an existing equipment built by the Radio Corporation
of America for the U. S. Army .4ir Force and designated SCR-7l8C.
Discussion of pulsed radio altimeters in the paper is confined.
to this particular equipment as it is the one of this system
which has been most widely used.
Fig. 5 shows a block diagram of the SCR-7l8C Altimeter.
A 440 megacycle ultra high frequency oscillator transmits a
0.2 to 0.3 micro-second pulse of energy with pulse power of
10 watts. In synchronism with each transmitted pUlse a
circular sweep is started around a cathode ray tube. The
transmitted pulse and circular sweep are synchronized from
a crystal oscillator on the (0-5000) ft. low range sweep6
The frequency of the crystal oscillator is 98,356 cps.
This provides a sweep time of 10.167 micro-seconds which in
time corresponds exactly to 5000 feet of altitude.
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The circular sweep continually retraces it's path and
gives rise to ambiguous readings. Altitudes between 5,000
and 10,000 feet would appear on the indicator between 0 and
5,000 feet and similarly for each 5,000 foot intervals. In
order to correct the ambiguity provision is made for measur-
ing altitude up to 50,000 ft. The repition rate is switched
to one tenth the value for the low range. Switching is pro-
vided manually and an LC circuit synchronizes the transmitter
and circular sweep to 9,835.6 cps. The same scale on the
cathode ray indicator is used by mUltiplying the low scale
values by a factor of ten.
Accuracy on the high range is obtained by observing the
particular 5,000 foot zone in which the aircraft is flying
and switching to the low range and measuring the increment
within that zone. The accuracy of measurement of high
altitudes is thus comparable to the low range altitudes and
is not affected by the less accurate LC synchronizer.
The receiver used in the SCR-7l8C is of the conventional
radar type. A converter receives the return pulse of energy
and a 410 mops signal from a local osoillator and produces
'/ a 30 mc/seo. If; pulse Which is amplified in a 30 mcps
amplifier. The signal is deteoted and further amplified in
a video amplifer and applied to the cathode ray indioator.
Presentation is in the form of a blip which displaces the
calibrated circular sweep.
Altitude measurement is obtained visually by reading
the position of the leading edge of the return blip on the
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circular sweep. Assuming the leading edge of the pulse to
be vertical the accuracy of the measurement is limited to
the fineness of the scale. There are many other factors
affecting the accuracy of the measurement.
The rise time of the transmitted pulse and the rise
time of the receiver determines the ultimate accuracy since
they affect the leading edge of the pulse and makes it nec-
essary to estimate the position of the leading edge. In the
SCR-7l8C equipment the leading edge can be estimated within
about + 25 ft. which is + I~ ~ F where A r= is the band
width of 2 me/sec. Another factor affecting the accuracy is
the pulse repetition rate which changes the calibration of
the sweep. This is minimized by the use of a crystal- con-
trolled repetition rate on the low range scale.
Taking into account the source of errors mentioned and
the usual operational errors the accuracy of the SCR-7l8C
altimeter is considered to be not greater than 50 ft., ± 0~25
percent of the altitude. The minimum height which can be
read is limited by the pulse width. One micro second of
time corresponds to about 500 ft. in radar ranging. There-
fore for a pulse width of .2 to .3 the minimum altitude is
100 to 150 ft.
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CHAPTER IV
COMPARISON OF PULSED-TYPE MID F.M. ALTIMETERS
The discussion has been confined to two existing equip-
ments which are used in military aircraft. It is evident
that the two altimeters were designed for different pur-
poses. Both altimeters measure the absolute altitude of an
aircraft above the surface of the earth. The F.M. altimeter
is intended to measure altitude accurately at low altitudes
and has a small fixed error while the Pulsed-type is intended
to measure altitude less accurately up to several thousand
feet.
A close comparison of the two equipments'would be. mis-
leading. Instead a general comparison of the two altimeters
with emphasis upon the principles of the systems will give
a better understanding of the problem of a radio altimeter.
Unfortunately, a pulsed-altimeter and f.m. altimeter having
the same specifications have not been built except possibly
in a breadboard model •.
Either system may very well be adopted to reliable
. -
measurements of a few feet and upwards of altitude. If the
instrument is to be useful in landing operations the radio
altimeter must measure altitude in the close vicinity of
the earth. The most important service of an altimeter is
to furnish a pilot data of the altitude of an airplane when
the plane is being operated near the ground, whether the
ground is a landing field or a mountain peak.
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separate transmitting and receiving antennas are .needed
in both systems. It is easily understood in the f.m. alti-
meter where transmission is continuous that separate antennas
are required. A single antenna could be used in the pulsed-
type altimeter by blocking the receiver during transmission
of the pUlse. The best recovery time in a receiver is
several micro-seconds. It is recalled that one micro-second
is approximately equivalent to 500 feet in distance, hence,
the minimum altitude measurement is too high for landing an
airplane or for any practical use of the gear over mountain-
out; terrain.
Separate antennas give rise to a "mushing error" which
of course is inherent in both systems. This type of error is
significant at low altitudes. If two antennas are separated
the path length from each antenna to a point directly under
the center line between antennas is different from the true
altitude. When an airplane is climbing after takeoff the
path lengths mentioned above increase slower than the true
altitude of the airplane and cause the altimeter to read low.
The f.m. altimeter is oalibrated to read accurately at zero
and 300 feet in order to minimize this error. The low range
limit of the pUlsed-type altimeter is too high for this error
to be significant.
The antennas used in both altimeters are dipoles mounted
such that the surface of the airplane acts as a reflector.
The oharacteristic pattern of an antenna of this kind is a
rather broad pattern. A broad pattern is needed, for in-
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dications would be lost when the airplane banked into a turn
or they would be misleading when the airplane WaS in a diving
or climbing position.
A broad antenna pattern introduces a coupling problem.
In the pulsed-type altimeter the minimum height measurement
is a distance equivalent to the pulse width, and any effect
of coupling would be to block the receiver if the coupling
energy were too great; thus, the minimum measurement would
be even greater. The gain characteristic of the audio-fre-
quency amplifier in the f-m altimeter is such that the re-
sponse varies approximately in proportion to frequency from
100 to 5,000 cycles/sec. corresponding to altitude from 5 to
250 feet. This characteristic provides an increase in ampli-
fication with altitude where the signal decreases. It also
limits the effects of coupling which produces a low frequenoy
beat note in the balanced detector. However, this is balanced
out along with the residual altitude in a zero calibration.
It is very possible, in principle at least, to obtain a
serious faUlty reading at low altitudes. When an airplane
is approaching for a landing at a low altitude the resulting
beat signal is a low frequency signal. Reflections from a
distant building would produce a resulting beat signal of a
higher frequency. It is very likely that the reading of the
altimeter would be the distance to the reflecting object
rather than the measurement of the true altitude of the air-
plane because of the rising gain characteristic of the ampli-
fier in the f-m altimeter.
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There exists a source of "fixed error" in both alti-
meters. The fixed error in the f-m altimeter results from
the counting method of obtaining a measurement. The differ-
ence frequency is quantized in steps of the modulating fre- .
quency. The magnitude of the error is 6 feet on the (O-400)
foot range and 60 feet on the {0-4000} foot range. However,
the error is minimized by an averaging effect, since the
flight of an airplane is not smooth, nor is the terrain.
The fixed error in the pulsed-type altimeter stems from the
pUlse characteristics. There is a rise time or build-up time
to any oscillator. The leading edge of the pulse transmitted
has a finite slope, and the return pUlse is evenvorse after
it is beat up on reflection from a surface. In addition, any
amplifier is characterized by a rise time. Altitude measure-'
ment is made on the leading edge of the return pulse; since
the pulse is not a rectangular one it is necessary to es-
timate the position of the leading edge a's the pulse appears
on a cathode ray indicator. Because of the small scale
divisions on the indicator it is difficult to read the posi-
tion of the pulse closer than about twenty-five feet.
Both altimeters have about the same weight and power
requirements. Each altimeter weighs approximately 25 lbs.
exclusive of cables and brackets, which varies with the in-
stallations. For most installations the weight of the cables
and brackets is of the order of 15 to 20 lbs. The power re-
quirement for the AN/APN-l f-m altimeter is approximately
60 watts from a 27 volt d-c sourceo The average power output
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of the transmitter is 0.1 watt. The SCR-7l8C Pulsed-type
altimeter is designed for operation from 115 volts, 400 to
2400 cycle source and requires approximately 135 watts of
power. The pulse power output of the transmitter is 10 watts.
Meter present~tion of the AN/~T-l provides better in-
dication to a pilot than does the cathode-ray type of pre-
sentation of the SCR-7l8C. The meter instrument is easier
to read at a glance than is a cathode-ray tube. The AN/APN-l
altimeter requires greater maintenance and is not as readily




A STUDY OF TEE GE:NERAL DESIGN PROBLEMS OF ALTIMETERS FOR
FUTURE DEVELOPMENT
The pulsed-type altimeter and the f-m altimeter oould
serve to measure both low and high altitudes. As the major
problem of any radio altimeter is the measurement of very
low altitudes the suggested design of an altimeter is oon-
sidered in that respect.
One solution for adopting the Pulsed-type altimeter to
measure low altitudes is to trigger a circuit when the trans-
mitter is pUlsed and to stop the circuit with a trigger from
the return pulse. The output of such a circuit might be a
square wave of varying width dependent upon the time it takes
a pulse of energy to travel from an airplane to the ground
and return. The output of the indicator circuit could
develope an average voltage whioh would control the operation
of a tube. The indicator could be a meter instrument which
oould be similar to the F.M. indicator. This is a practical
way of furnishing altitude indication to a pilot.
Timing could be effected from either the leading edge
or the trailing edge of the transmitted and return pulse.
In either case a very narrow beam antenna of a few degrees
would be needed. Assuming for the moment that a rectangular
pulse is transmitted the shape of the pUlse as it is reflect-
ed is very poor unless a narrow beam is used. \~here a wide
beam is used energy striking different points is reflected
at different times and the return pulse is distorted from a
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square pulse.
Where timing is measured from the leading edge a narrow
beam is needed to reduce the coupling between antennas. The
amount of coupling energy which could be allowed is deter-
mined by the maximum height to be measured. Where the
seoond trigger to stop the indicator is developed from the
return pulse and the minimum altitude is to be less than the
equivalent distance of the width of the transmitted pUlse,
the coupling energy must be smaller than the minimum signal
of the return pUlse at the maximum height to be measured.
Otherwise, the coupling energy would initiate the second
trigger and the output of the indicator circuit would be a
oonstant value or zero depending whether the indicator is
triggered at the time of the transmitted pUlse or at some
time before.
It is possible in principle at least to gate the re-
ceiver in such manner as to reduce the sensitivity of the
receiver during the time the transmitter is pulsed. The
sensitivity of the receiver must be decreased to a value
~ ~here the coupling would not operate the receiver. This
places a restriction on the maximum pulse width which could
be used. The maximum width of the pulse would be determined
by the altitude where the magnitUde of the return signal
would be just greater than the coupling magnitude.
The accuracy of such a system is dependent upon the
rise time of the transmitted pulse and the band width of
the and video amplifiers. These factors effect the
leading edge of the pulse. If the second trigger to the
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indicator occurred at the same point along the leading edge
any error could be balanced out in a zero calibration. At
best the slope of the leading edge would never be infinite.
A system using the trailing edge of the pulse and an
indicator as described would be very convenient and with-
out many of the problems encountered in a system using the
leading ed.ge. The accuracy of such a system depends upon
how true the trailing edge of the pulse is preserved. It
is believed where a narrow beam antenna is used the trail-
ing edge of the pulse would be preserved.
There would not be a problem of coupling if the indi-
cator is initiated on the trailing edge of the transmitted
pulse. However, for an indicator to perform as described
there is probably a minimum time in which the indicator
could act to successive triggers. This would act to limit
the minimum height the instrument could measure unless the
first trigger to the indicator occurred at some time before
the trailing edge of the transmitted pulse. In such case
the problem of coupling would be the same as described for
the leading edge system.
The principles of the leading edge and trailing edge
systems have been established for a narrow beam antenna.
An antenna system of this type would have to be stabilized
or indications would be lost during banking of the airplane
or else the indication would be false during steep climbs
or dives. A stabilized element for each of the antennas
will add weight and require space which probably would limit
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the use of such systems to large airplanes. In addition,
to obtain a beam angle of a few degrees some kind of a
reflector is needed. The size of the reflector may be small
if the frequency used is in the X-band or even higher.
For future applications the present system in the f-m
altimetermaY·-be modified to extend the range of the alti-
meter to measure higher altitudes and at the same time make
the instrument more reliable for landing operations. The
fixed error in~the present equipment may be decreased by
increasing the operating frequency which would allow a
wider frequency variation of the mean frequency.
Measurement of higher altitudes may be accomplished by
redesigning the audio amplifier in the present f-m altimeter.
The audio band limit would have to be extended. More power
output would be needed or a compromise between more power
output and more gain in the audio amplifier could be made.
A narrow beam antenna would provide more accurate in-
dicatlons over rough terrain and would provide a more re-
liable measurement for landing operations where obstructions
may be near a landing field. Where a narrow beam antenna is
used the same general design features must be incorporated
as described for the pulsed-type systems.
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